I. Management of the Service “SOS Discrimination”, in what refers to the questions on the racial theme, conforming to Law 10.582, of 13 June 2000.

II. Elaborate the Council’s *Regimento Interno*, or Internal Rules, whose alteration might be promoted by means of the presentation of a proposal to amend by one third of the entities that make up the Council, the approval of the modification to be left with the absolute majority of the members.

Taken from:

Section “Conselho de Desenvolvimento” at http://www.campinas.sp.gov.br/portal_2003_sites/governo/secretarias_de_governo/sm_gabinete_gover no/coordenadoria_comunidade_negra/coordenadoria_comunidade_negra_conteudo.htm or Appendix B for a full copy of Law 10,813.